
ADDENDUM #1 
RFP #23-0063 

SURPLUS PROPERTY AUCTION SERVICES 

September 20, 2023 

The following is to ensure that vendors have complete information prior to submitting a proposal.  Here are some 
clarifications regarding the proposal for Surplus Property Auction Services for the Finance Department. 

Questions and/or statements of clarification are in bold font, and answers to specific questions are italicized. 

1. Appendix A referenced on page 3 of Sedgwick County’s RFP #23-0063 SURPLUS PROPERTY AUCTION
SERVICES appears to be missing in the document. Will you kindly email us with the missing Appendix?

This was a clerical error. Appendix A shows the sales for years 2020-2022 and is available at the end of this
document.

2. Also, regarding auction results, can you provide more recent results than those of 2017 of previously sold
assets and their winning bid amounts? It is understand that this is not a guaranteed list of items to be
provided, but would be helpful for understanding potential assets.

Yes, please refer to Appendix A at the end of this document.

3. Who is currently providing these services?

Purple Wave Inc. dba Purple Wave Auction.

4. What was the auction gross sales generated in 2022? What was the auction gross sales generated in 2021?

2022 = $162,295.00 2021 = $8,102.50

5. For clarification - the county will consider a solution where assets are hauled away to the vendor’s location,
stored, cataloged, imaged, and then auctioned online on the vendor’s online platform?

Yes.

6. Would the county consider a hybrid approach solution where the county takes photos/provides basic
information on the assets while the items remain on the county’s property, the vendor creates/manages the
auction listings & sales on the vendor’s online platform, and the county & vendor coordinate for the
winning bidder to pick up the asset from the county’s location?

No.
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7. Will evidence from the police departments or Sheriff’s Offices be included? 
 
Possibly. That is up to the department. 
 

8. Are there multiple locations where assets may be kept? How many locations and where are they located? 
 

Yes. Usually items are stored at four (4) main locations but for larger items (rolling shelves, 100s of chairs, big 
lots of furniture. Your firm will go to the department location to list from there.  There are over 40 locations all 
over Sedgwick County. 
 

9. Does the county want all vehicles to remain in place at county locations? 
 

No. Sedgwick County would prefer the vehicles are moved are off site due to space but can accommodate if 
needed.  

 
10. For vehicles: 

a. What kind of sales documents will the assets have? 
 
Titles. 
 

b. Will they have clean titles?   
 

Yes. 
 

c. Who owns the assets?  
 
Sedgwick County owns the assets. 
 

d. Are they the county’s assets? 
 
Yes. 

 
11. Page 3, Background – How often or what percent of auction items are estimated to be smaller personal 

property (computer accessories, office furniture, etc.) vs vehicles and heavy equipment? 
 
That varies greatly.  In 2022, $147,850.00 out of the full $162,295.00 of surplus sales was from vehicle alone. 
However, in 2021 no vehicles were sold. 
 

12. Page 3, Background – On average, how many auctions does the county hold per year? 
 
10-12. 
 

13. Page 5, Section VII.B.6 – If items are sold from Sedgwick County sites instead of the Auctioneer’s holding 
yard(s), would the county be willing to meet winning bidders if all other aspects of pick-up are coordinated 
by the awarded vendor? 
 
No. 
 

  



 
  

14. Page 8, Section VII.G – Would the county be willing to negotiate modifying the Indemnification section to 
better align with an auction service business relationship? For example, by adding the following sentences 
to the indemnification clause: Further, this indemnification obligation shall not extend to the extent that 
any claims result from; (I) the City’s ownership and maintenance (or lack thereof) of auction items; (iii) the 
condition of the auction items at the time of auction; (iv) any title defects or delays in delivering free and 
clear title to the auction items, (v) any violations by the city parties of any applicable state and federal laws, 
including, without limitation, state and federal emissions laws and regulations. 
 
The county is willing to add the following sentence: 
“…Notwithstanding the foregoing, this indemnification obligation shall not extend to any claims arriving from 
county’s maintenance (or lack thereof) of the auction items, any title defects or delays in delivering free and clear 
title to the auction items caused by county, or any violations by county of any applicable state and federal laws, 
including, without limitation, state and federal emissions laws and regulations.”   
 

15. Would the county consider splitting smaller personal property (computer accessories, office furniture, etc.) 
and vehicle/equipment stock into two (2) separate contract awards? 
 
No. 
 

16. Please provide clarification regarding Appendix B. More specifically, our questions are as follows: 
On Question #1 regarding the capability of an off-site storage area for county surplus items, is the county 
expecting the successful candidate to continuously have access to an off-site storage area that the county 
could deliver items to prior to an auction or is this more of a facility that would be available to move items 
once the county has sufficient property for an auction to prepare the items to have sold at auction?  
 
This is referring to the auction company having their own space to take Sedgwick County items to for storage 
until they are picked up from the winning bidder. 

 
17. Regarding Question #1 regarding the off-site storage area, what would be the estimated size and condition 

of an off-site storage area that would be envisioned or required for county surplus items? For example, is 
there a minimum number of square feet, would it need to be indoor or outdoor storage or a combination; 
any other restrictions or limitations that would be required regarding the off-site storage? 
 
Ideally, an inside space that’s 1000 sq. ft.    

 
18. Regarding Question #2 regarding the capability of moving surplus items, is the county looking for full-time 

employees that the successful candidate would have available for moving county surplus items or would it 
only be when notice would be provided by the county that there are items to be moved? Also, can this be 
subcontracted out or is it a requirement of the company to have staff available? 
 
This is regarding helping the winning bidder move items out of surplus storage using moving equipment (dollies) 
and moving the items around within the county’s surplus space to put them in lots. 
 

19. Regarding Question #2 would there be any examples of the types of county surplus items that have been 
moved in the past? Are the items less than 50 pounds or a different weight, smaller items, fragile items, 
items that require moving equipment, etc.? 
 
Please see question 2 for a list of examples of the items we typically sell. 
 

  



 
  

20. A general question regarding the sales of the gross surplus items at auction, what is the county expecting as 
far as frequency? Would the sales need to be one (1) per month, one (1) per quarter, etc. Alternatively, 
would the sales be once the estimated gross value exceeded a certain amount, etc., what have the estimated 
gross sales of each auction been in the past; how frequent have the auctions been in the past? 
 
Frequency: 10-12 a year, as needed. We decide to have an auction once we are close to running out of 
space at our surplus location or once a department has a large amount of items to sell from their 
location.  Please refer to question 2 and question 12. 
 

21. What is the total amount of sales you anticipate selling in a given year? Or do you have the historical sales 
for the prior three (3) years? 
 
Please see question 4 and question 12. 
 

22. How many different auctions are expected to be conducted and what are the number of items are sold on 
average within a given year?   
 
Please see question 20.  The number of items varies greatly from year to year.  
 

23. Do you prefer a hands-off approach to selling where the auction company will handle all aspects including 
picturing, collecting funds, and load out? 
 
Yes – 100% 
 

24. For picturing/inventorying – Do you prefer this process to be managed by city employees or staff of the 
auction company? 
 
Auction company. 
 

25. For load out of items – Do you prefer this process to be managed by city employees or staff of the auction 
company? 
 
Auction company. 
 

26. What has been your biggest challenge in conducting auctions in the past? 
 
Not having enough space at Sedgwick County sites to store all of our surplus items. 
 

27. Do you anticipate any assets needing to be moved to the auction company’s property instead of being sold 
direct on city property? 
 
It would be county property, not the city. That would be a nice option to have. 

 
Firms interested in submitting a proposal, must respond with complete information and deliver on or before  
1:45 pm CDT, September 26, 2023. Late proposals will not be accepted and will not receive consideration for final 
award. 
 
“PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF THIS ADDENDUM ON THE PROPOSAL RESPONSE PAGE.” 
 
 
Jaimee Witmer 
Purchasing Agent 
JW/ch 



Date ICN Item Description VIN Serial Number Winning Bid Amount

1/14/2020 GA9967 Video surveillance system and electronics undefined undefined 375.00$     

1/14/2020 GA9973 Office supplies undefined undefined 110.00$     

1/14/2020 GA9968 (11) assorted chairs undefined undefined 85.00$     

1/14/2020 GA9969 (6) children's chairs undefined undefined 45.00$     

1/14/2020 GA9972 Refrigerator and microwave undefined undefined 45.00$     

1/14/2020 GA9970 (8) children's chairs undefined undefined 35.00$     

1/14/2020 GA9966 (12) file cabinets undefined undefined 30.00$     

1/14/2020 GA9971 Office equipment undefined undefined 22.50$     

1/14/2020 GA9974 Office furniture undefined undefined 20.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9452 Taylor Crown C713-27 soft serve ice cream machine undefined K8116375 2,500.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9451 Taylor Crown C713-27 soft serve ice cream machine undefined K8116824 1,850.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9453 Taylor Crown C713-27 soft serve ice cream machine undefined K8116825 1,850.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9449 Coffee stand undefined undefined 1,750.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9450 Alto Shaam 1000-TH/1 cook and hold oven undefined 734631-000 1,400.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9460 Yamaha YDRE golf cart undefined undefined 1,350.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9445 PBD food cart undefined undefined 1,150.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9458 (12) metal steps undefined undefined 700.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9457 Steel fence undefined undefined 625.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9459 (2) glass carts undefined undefined 525.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9454 Dishware undefined undefined 210.00$     

3/10/2020 GN9610 Furniture undefined undefined 160.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9444 PBD serving cart undefined undefined 130.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9447 Jose Cuervo beverage stand undefined undefined 130.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9448 True T-49F refrigerator undefined undefined 110.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9456 Buffet display stands undefined undefined 85.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9455 Dishes undefined undefined 70.00$     

3/10/2020 GN9618 (16) receipt printers undefined undefined 50.00$     

3/10/2020 GN9617 Office supplies undefined undefined 40.00$     

3/10/2020 GN9616 (10) chairs undefined undefined 30.00$     

3/10/2020 GN9609 Furniture undefined undefined 17.50$     

3/10/2020 FF9461 (3) ticket kiosks undefined undefined 12.50$     

3/10/2020 GN9606 (10) file cabinets undefined undefined 12.50$     

3/10/2020 GN9608 (6) wood shelves undefined undefined 12.50$     

3/10/2020 GN9607 Furniture undefined undefined 10.00$     

3/10/2020 GN9613 Couch undefined undefined 10.00$     

3/10/2020 GN9615 (29) chairs undefined undefined 10.00$     

3/10/2020 FF9446 PBD 07-03-05 refrigerated service cart undefined undefined 725.00$     

3/10/2020 GN9611 Furniture undefined undefined 150.00$     

3/10/2020 GN9612 Furniture undefined undefined 10.00$     

3/10/2020 GN9614 Video surveillance equipment undefined undefined 80.00$     

4/7/2020 GN9614 Video surveillance equipment undefined undefined 80.00$     

5/5/2020 GN9611 Office furniture undefined undefined 140.00$     

5/5/2020 GN9612 Furniture undefined undefined 110.00$     

5/5/2020 GA9544 (4) steel file cabinets undefined undefined 45.00$     

5/5/2020 GA9539 (20) chairs undefined undefined 12.50$     

5/5/2020 GA9536 (13) chairs undefined undefined 10.00$     

5/5/2020 GN9607 office furniture undefined undefined 10.00$     

6/16/2020 GR9205 (5) metal cabinets undefined undefined 60.00$     

6/16/2020 GA9546 (57) light fixtures undefined undefined 55.00$     

6/16/2020 GR9210 (2) metal shelves undefined undefined 50.00$     

6/16/2020 GR9208 Furniture undefined undefined 30.00$     

6/16/2020 GR9207 (2) wood cabinets undefined undefined 20.00$     

6/16/2020 GR9209 (6) chairs undefined undefined 12.50$     

6/16/2020 GR9212 AS&amp;E personal screening system undefined undefined 12.50$     

7/21/2020 GR9207 (2) wood cabinets undefined undefined 22.50$     

7/21/2020 GA9546 (57) light fixtures undefined undefined 10.00$     

8/18/2020 DG2371 1996 Freightliner FL80 Pierce  fire truck 1FVXJLCB2TL648389 undefined 51,000.00$     

8/18/2020 DG2375 1999 Freightliner FL80  fire truck 1FV6JJCB2XH970460 undefined 17,500.00$     

8/18/2020 DG2373 2002 Ford F550  Crew Cab brush fire truck 1FDAW57F82EA48910 undefined 15,500.00$     

8/18/2020 DG2374 1978 Ford L8000  fire truck K80DYAH0779 undefined 2,700.00$     

8/18/2020 DG2372 1978 Ford L8000  fire truck K80DVC62831 undefined 2,600.00$     

8/18/2020 GV9559 (14) office chairs undefined undefined 425.00$     

8/18/2020 GV9560 Whirlpool stainless steel refrigerator undefined undefined 300.00$     

8/18/2020 GV9555 Basketball scorers table undefined undefined 160.00$     

8/18/2020 FF9447 Jose Cuervo beverage stand undefined undefined 120.00$     

8/18/2020 GV9554 (2) Tornado floor sweepers undefined undefined 60.00$     

8/18/2020 GV9558 Football goal post undefined undefined 55.00$     

11/3/2020 GN9134 (7) metal shelves undefined undefined 325.00$     

11/3/2020 GN9142 Furniture undefined undefined 230.00$     

11/3/2020 GN9136 (2) desks undefined undefined 150.00$     

11/3/2020 GN9139 (2) KCI Harvester wood shelves undefined undefined 130.00$     

11/3/2020 GN9132 Office supplies and electronics undefined undefined 100.00$     

11/3/2020 GN9133 (27) chairs undefined undefined 80.00$     

11/3/2020 GN9141 Wood table undefined undefined 30.00$     

11/3/2020 GN9138 (4) white boards undefined undefined 17.50$     

11/3/2020 GN9140 Furniture undefined undefined 17.50$     

11/3/2020 GN9135 Furniture undefined undefined 12.50$     

2020 Total 108,725.00$    

Appendix A



1/12/2021 EV9867 Approximately 75 chairs undefined undefined 180.00$                       

1/12/2021 EV9874 Approximately 34 chairs undefined undefined 150.00$                       

1/12/2021 EV9855 (10) filing cabinets undefined undefined 140.00$                       

1/12/2021 EV9870 Approximately 39 chairs undefined undefined 140.00$                       

1/12/2021 EV9857 (6) benches undefined undefined 120.00$                       

1/12/2021 EV9871 Approximately 35 chairs undefined undefined 120.00$                       

1/12/2021 EV9873 Approximately 63 chairs undefined undefined 85.00$                         

1/12/2021 EV9872 Approximately 50 chairs undefined undefined 80.00$                         

1/12/2021 EV9856 (2) desks undefined undefined 55.00$                         

1/12/2021 EV9858 Furniture undefined undefined 50.00$                         

1/12/2021 EV9853 (25) chairs undefined undefined 40.00$                         

1/12/2021 EV9869 Approximately 75 chairs undefined undefined 35.00$                         

1/12/2021 EV9854 (37) chairs undefined undefined 30.00$                         

1/12/2021 EV9862 Roadmaster bicycle undefined undefined 25.00$                         

1/12/2021 EV9860 (3) televisions undefined undefined 70.00$                         

1/26/2021 EV9885 Boos stainless steel sink undefined undefined 825.00$                       

1/26/2021 EV9884 Boos stainless steel sink undefined undefined 750.00$                       

2/9/2021 EV9860 (3) televisions undefined undefined 55.00$                         

3/30/2021 GR9630 (2) metal cabinets undefined undefined 160.00$                       

3/30/2021 GR9637 Wood desk undefined undefined 130.00$                       

3/30/2021 GR9636 Furniture undefined undefined 120.00$                       

3/30/2021 GR9627 Office supplies undefined undefined 80.00$                         

3/30/2021 GR9628 (2) air dryers undefined undefined 75.00$                         

3/30/2021 GR9635 (2) metal lockers undefined undefined 65.00$                         

3/30/2021 GR9634 Furniture undefined undefined 55.00$                         

3/30/2021 GR9631 (7) metal cabinets undefined undefined 17.50$                         

3/30/2021 GR9629 (10) chairs undefined undefined 12.50$                         

3/30/2021 EV9853 (25) chairs undefined undefined 10.00$                         

3/30/2021 GR9632 (18) chairs undefined undefined 10.00$                         

3/30/2021 GR9633 (2) wood tables undefined undefined 10.00$                         

4/27/2021 IF9034 (12) Mity-Lite folding tables undefined undefined 130.00$                       

4/27/2021 IF9032 (16) two drawer under desk metal filing cabinets undefined undefined 110.00$                       

4/27/2021 IF9033 (5) filing cabinets undefined undefined 75.00$                         

4/27/2021 IF9038 Furniture undefined undefined 75.00$                         

4/27/2021 IF9037 Wood work bench undefined undefined 55.00$                         

4/27/2021 IF9035 (14) chairs undefined undefined 12.50$                         

4/27/2021 IF9039 Furniture undefined undefined 12.50$                         

4/27/2021 IF9036 (32) chairs undefined undefined 10.00$                         

7/13/2021 GV9250 Alliance-Huebsch HYN040FNHXU1P01  washing machine undefined 180FX004400DY 350.00$                       

7/13/2021 IV9347 Tools undefined undefined 250.00$                       

7/13/2021 IV9344 Executive desk undefined undefined 200.00$                       

7/13/2021 IV9343 Light bulbs undefined undefined 130.00$                       

7/13/2021 IV9389 Medical equipment undefined undefined 130.00$                       

7/13/2021 IV9346 (6) cabinets undefined undefined 120.00$                       

7/13/2021 IV9348 Light fixture ballasts undefined undefined 100.00$                       

7/13/2021 IV9341 Approximately 38 chairs undefined undefined 75.00$                         

7/13/2021 IV9393 Medical cases and bags undefined undefined 75.00$                         

7/13/2021 IV9392 (2) Ferno KEP extraction devices undefined undefined 40.00$                         

7/13/2021 IV9390 Medical equipment undefined undefined 35.00$                         

7/13/2021 IV9345 Furniture undefined undefined 25.00$                         

7/13/2021 IV9342 Approximately 41 chairs undefined undefined 10.00$                         

8/10/2021 GV9270 Office Supplies undefined undefined 160.00$                       

8/10/2021 GV9269 LG  50&quot; plasma TV undefined undefined 60.00$                         

8/10/2021 GV9264 (16) arm chairs undefined undefined 10.00$                         

8/10/2021 GV9265 (21) task chairs undefined undefined 10.00$                         

8/10/2021 GV9266 (7) high-back chairs undefined undefined 10.00$                         

8/10/2021 GV9267 Furniture undefined undefined 10.00$                         

8/10/2021 GV9268 Leopold executive desk undefined undefined 10.00$                         

9/28/2021 IK9025 ADA platform undefined undefined 425.00$                       

9/28/2021 IK9026 Ingersoll Rand  air compressor tank undefined undefined 190.00$                       

9/28/2021 IK9023 Approximately 24 Irwin seating sections undefined undefined 70.00$                         

9/28/2021 IK9024 Household items undefined undefined 30.00$                         

10/12/2021 IK9116 Electronics undefined undefined 300.00$                       

10/12/2021 IK9128 Office equipment undefined undefined 170.00$                       

10/12/2021 IK9117 (34) chairs undefined undefined 85.00$                         

10/12/2021 IK9123 (4) file cabinets undefined undefined 80.00$                         

10/12/2021 IK9120 (6) chairs undefined undefined 22.50$                         

10/12/2021 IK9121 42&quot;W bench undefined undefined 20.00$                         

10/12/2021 IK9127 (3) tables undefined undefined 17.50$                         

10/12/2021 IK9118 (13) chairs undefined undefined -$                            

10/12/2021 IK9119 84&quot;W couch undefined undefined 10.00$                         

10/12/2021 IK9124 Credenza undefined undefined 10.00$                         

10/12/2021 IK9126 Leopold desk undefined undefined 10.00$                         

12/14/2021 JU9121 Whirlpool WED75HEFW0  dryer undefined M62945209 200.00$                       

12/14/2021 IV9347 Tools undefined undefined 160.00$                       

12/14/2021 JU9124 (4) desks undefined undefined 45.00$                         

12/14/2021 GA9606 (7) chairs undefined undefined 35.00$                         

12/14/2021 JU9122 (16) chairs undefined undefined 22.50$                         

12/14/2021 JU9126 (19) chairs undefined undefined 20.00$                         

12/14/2021 JU9123 Loveseat undefined undefined 12.50$                         

12/14/2021 JU9125 (4) two seater chairs undefined undefined 12.50$                         

12/14/2021 IV9343 Light bulbs undefined undefined 110.00$                       

12/14/2021 JU9127 Lancer 1400UP  stainless steel dishwasher undefined 4E011177 60.00$                         

2021 Total 8,102.50$                   



1/25/2022 JU9127 Lancer 1400UP  stainless steel dishwasher undefined 4E011177 350.00$                       

1/25/2022 IV9343 Light bulbs undefined undefined 100.00$                       

1/25/2022 IK9121 42&quot;W bench undefined undefined 75.00$                         

1/25/2022 IK9126 Leopold desk undefined undefined 10.00$                         

2/22/2022 IK9126 Leopold desk undefined undefined 12.50$                         

3/29/2022 DS7012 1991 Caterpillar 416  backhoe undefined 5PC13293 19,500.00$                  

3/29/2022 DS7020 2012 Dodge Ram 2500  Crew Cab pickup truck 3C6TD5HT6CG148030 undefined 15,000.00$                  

3/29/2022 DS7013 1996 International 4700  truck cab and chassis 1HTSCAARXTH301239 undefined 13,500.00$                  

3/29/2022 DS7003 2014 Chevrolet Tahoe Police  SUV 1GNLC2E07ER209903 undefined 6,100.00$                    

3/29/2022 DS7021 2009 Ford F350 Super Duty  pickup truck 1FTWF30589EA29154 undefined 6,000.00$                    

3/29/2022 DS6998 2009 Chevrolet Impala 2G1WB57K091306361 undefined 5,000.00$                    

3/29/2022 DS7019 1993 Chevrolet C3500  utility bed pickup truck 1GBKC34F9PJ106620 undefined 4,300.00$                    

3/29/2022 DS6999 2010 Chevrolet Impala 2G1WA5EK1A1139177 undefined 3,900.00$                    

3/29/2022 DS7000 2013 Chevrolet Impala 2G1WF5E31D1264114 undefined 3,500.00$                    

3/29/2022 DS7002 2012 Chevrolet Colorado  Ext. Cab pickup truck 1GCESBF9XC8128687 undefined 3,500.00$                    

3/29/2022 DS7006 2006 Chevrolet Impala 2G1WB55K169361868 undefined 3,400.00$                    

3/29/2022 DS7001 2009 Chevrolet Impala 2G1WB57K191306563 undefined 3,200.00$                    

3/29/2022 DS7005 2012 Chevrolet Silverado 1500  Ext. Cab pickup truck 1GCRKPE09CZ171106 undefined 3,200.00$                    

3/29/2022 DS7007 2008 Dodge Charger 2B3KA43R38H333261 undefined 2,150.00$                    

3/29/2022 IH9619 Toshiba Studio 352  copy machine undefined undefined 110.00$                       

3/29/2022 IH9620 (5) storage cabinets undefined undefined 110.00$                       

3/29/2022 IH9624 Frigidaire FRT21LRG  refrigerator undefined undefined 90.00$                         

3/29/2022 IH9617 (11) cabinets undefined undefined 80.00$                         

3/29/2022 IH9622 Office supplies and equipment undefined undefined 35.00$                         

3/29/2022 IH9623 (13) chairs undefined undefined 17.50$                         

3/29/2022 IH9618 Furniture undefined undefined 10.00$                         

5/24/2022 HR9912 Furniture undefined undefined 300.00$                       

5/24/2022 GV9292 (2) Hon four drawer lateral cabinets undefined undefined 200.00$                       

5/24/2022 HR9915 (8) metal cabinets undefined undefined 200.00$                       

5/24/2022 HR9914 Office supplies undefined undefined 110.00$                       

5/24/2022 HR9913 Appliances undefined undefined 80.00$                         

5/24/2022 GV9289 (5) mini refrigerators undefined undefined 60.00$                         

5/24/2022 GV9290 (5) metal cabinets undefined undefined 55.00$                         

5/24/2022 HR9916 (19) chairs undefined undefined 55.00$                         

5/24/2022 GV9291 (2) five drawer lateral cabinets undefined undefined 50.00$                         

5/24/2022 GV9288 Fellowes Powershred  paper shredder undefined undefined 35.00$                         

5/24/2022 HR9917 Wood furniture undefined undefined 35.00$                         

7/26/2022 LU9478 (8) chairs undefined undefined 425.00$                       

7/26/2022 LU9475 (2) four seat waiting room chairs undefined undefined 170.00$                       

7/26/2022 LU9471 Furniture undefined undefined 40.00$                         

7/26/2022 IH9615 HP 5500DTN  printer undefined undefined 35.00$                         

7/26/2022 LU9469 Office supplies and equipment undefined undefined 30.00$                         

7/26/2022 LU9476 (19) chairs undefined undefined 20.00$                         

7/26/2022 LU9473 Furniture undefined undefined 17.50$                         

7/26/2022 LU9472 Furniture undefined undefined 15.00$                         

7/26/2022 LU9474 Approximately 25 office boards undefined undefined 15.00$                         

7/26/2022 LU9477 Approximately 21 chairs undefined undefined 10.00$                         

8/16/2022 LD9581 (65) chairs undefined undefined 475.00$                       

8/16/2022 LD9582 (53) chairs undefined undefined 425.00$                       

8/16/2022 LD9580 (13) chairs undefined undefined 30.00$                         

8/16/2022 LD9583 Garrett CS 5000  metal detector undefined 20115302 30.00$                         

8/30/2022 DG5344 2006 Dodge Sprinter 2500  van WD8PD644965922222 undefined 16,500.00$                  

8/30/2022 DG5340 2006 Chevrolet Silverado 2500HD  Crew Cab pickup truck 1GCHK23U16F243054 undefined 10,000.00$                  

8/30/2022 DG5341 2014 Chevrolet Tahoe Police  SUV 1GNLC2E01ER207581 undefined 7,300.00$                    

8/30/2022 DG5339 2014 Chevrolet Tahoe Police  SUV 1GNLC2E06ER205440 undefined 6,000.00$                    

8/30/2022 DG5343 2000 Ford Ranger  SuperCab pickup truck 1FTYR14V0YPB81382 undefined 5,500.00$                    

8/30/2022 DG5346 2016 Dodge Charger Police 2C3CDXKT8GH277653 undefined 5,300.00$                    

8/30/2022 DG5342 2014 Dodge Charger Police 2C3CDXKT5EH288431 undefined 2,600.00$                    

8/30/2022 DG5345 2010 Ford Fusion Hybrid 3FADP0L32AR362065 undefined 2,400.00$                    

8/30/2022 DF5078 2014 Ravaglioli G3.140RS  wheel balancer undefined 10155634 875.00$                       

8/30/2022 LD9623 (6) wood book shelves undefined undefined 325.00$                       

8/30/2022 LD9630 Stiga  ping pong table undefined undefined 45.00$                         

8/30/2022 LD9631 Office supplies and equipment undefined undefined 45.00$                         

8/30/2022 LD9625 Furniture undefined undefined 30.00$                         

8/30/2022 LD9626 (2) gaming tables undefined undefined 22.50$                         

8/30/2022 LD9624 (8) chairs undefined undefined 15.00$                         

8/30/2022 LD9627 (34) plastic chairs undefined undefined 12.50$                         

8/30/2022 LD9629 (8) bed frames undefined undefined 10.00$                         

8/30/2022 DF5079 (20) emergency light bars undefined undefined 2,700.00$                    

8/30/2022 LD9628 (8) wooden desks undefined undefined 12.50$                         

8/30/2022 LD9634 Furniture undefined undefined 22.50$                         

10/11/2022 LU9513 Office supplies and equipment undefined undefined 1,200.00$                    

10/11/2022 LU9515 (14) wooden chairs undefined undefined 725.00$                       

10/11/2022 LU9517 Furniture undefined undefined 550.00$                       

10/11/2022 LU9521 Helmer HPR120  pharmacy refrigerator undefined 2005660 475.00$                       

10/11/2022 LU9514 (5) refrigerators undefined undefined 375.00$                       

10/11/2022 LU9512 (5) file cabinets undefined undefined 100.00$                       

10/11/2022 LU9520 Furniture undefined undefined 75.00$                         

10/11/2022 LU9516 Cabinet undefined undefined 45.00$                         

10/11/2022 LU9519 (3) Wheelchairs undefined undefined 45.00$                         

10/11/2022 LU9518 (27) office chairs undefined undefined 12.50$                         

10/11/2022 LU9522 Furniture undefined undefined 425.00$                       

10/25/2022 LU9522 Furniture undefined undefined 1,400.00$                    

11/29/2022 LD9661 Electronics undefined undefined 190.00$                       

11/29/2022 LD9649 Office furniture undefined undefined 150.00$                       

11/29/2022 LD9659 Office furniture undefined undefined 130.00$                       

11/29/2022 LD9657 Frigidaire  refrigerator undefined undefined 110.00$                       

11/29/2022 LD9662 (5) lateral seven drawer filing cabinets undefined undefined 110.00$                       

11/29/2022 LD9650 Furniture undefined undefined 80.00$                         

11/29/2022 LD9651 Approximately 40 chairs undefined undefined 75.00$                         

11/29/2022 LD9658 Approximately 30 chairs undefined undefined 50.00$                         

11/29/2022 LD9655 Office supplies undefined undefined 25.00$                         

11/29/2022 LD9647 Furniture undefined undefined 22.50$                         

11/29/2022 LD9652 Furniture undefined undefined 22.50$                         

11/29/2022 LD9654 Conference table undefined undefined 10.00$                         

11/29/2022 LD9660 Office partitions undefined undefined 10.00$                         

2022 Total 162,295.00$               
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